
Nation Building: In what order should we Build??? 

Hero: Queen Hat-shep-sut (The World’s Greatest Architect) 
 

1st: Self,  2nd: BlackFamily (*a minimum of Blackman, Blackwoman & Blackchild),  

3rd: BlackCommunity, 4th: BlackNation,  5th: BlackRace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BlackMan BlackWoman 

BlackChild 

Self 

*Meditate 

Mind Body 

Spirit 

Community 

(7 Families) 

Family 

*Build one. 

Family 
Family Planning: To limit Black couples to two 

children per family would not be a good idea at 
this time. We Black people are living outside of 
our natural way of life, and have been for 6,000 
years.  
 
To impose such a drastic measure of population 
control on ourselves now would play right into the 
hands of yt, who would love nothing more than to 
see our extinction. 

 

BlackRoots:“The Protocols of the Elders of Shabazz” 

 

Black people, especially African-Americans, will be the 

key to this coming new economy. The Elders of the new 

community of Black people that is soon to come have 

given the protocols to be used by the new communities. 

Yes, there are 

elders involved in this transition, and their wisdom is 

unsurpassed. 

 

 We will find and apply the spirit of the law when it is 

not possible to apply the letter of the law.They have 

advised that the new communities that are being formed 

must have protocols that will guide them. 

 

The smallest community can be as small 2 people 

dedicated to helping one another and their people; 

dedicated to finding other likeminded Black people, or it 

may be as large as 14,000 people which is the maximum 

number of people in each community who can form a 

real town and live together in complete self-reliance.  
 

BlackNation 

(12 Communities) 

160 Million Blacks in India 

(12% of the Indian population) 

650 Million (BlackAfricans) 

12 Million (Caribbean 

& Latin  Americas) 60 Million 

(Brazil) 

UNITY OF RACE 

The eternal 1Billion 8Million Members of the BlackRace 

36 Million (African Americans) 

90 – 100 Million other 

Blacks spread across 

Europe, Asia, Australia etc. 

~Blacklove, BlackRoots & BlackFamily 

What is Black? 

Black is simply having the genetic 
ABILITY  to create the kinky haired 
melanated  Blackperson  –without  
using someone else’s Black genes. 


